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Yaval Noah Harari, who is a historian and a history professor writes in his book: Sapiens “A Brief History of Humankind”

“Can there be anything more dangerous then dissatisfied and irresponsible gods who don’t know what they want?”

Around 200 years ago Ghalib said:
وہان آاسں  اک  اکم  رہ  ےہ  ر  دوشا ہک  سب 

وہان آاسنں  ی  ہ
ن

� یس�ر  م� یھب  وک  آدیم 

“Bandar Nama” is my artistic view point and a satirical review on a general outlook of the society that we live in. It may have 
taken millions of years for us to become a human being from an animal but it takes minutes or may be seconds to become an 
animal from a human being.

I think that in the 3rd world countries like Pakistan, Myanmar or Nigeria, a monster creates a jigsaw puzzle and then offers the 
solution by the trained monkeys. The colorful buntings “Jhundiyan” are the exemplification of artificial celebrations, which are 
shown to the innocent people that everything is so cool, calm and harmonious.

As we see the three wise monkeys, among them one is “Mizaru” who sees no evil by covering his eyes, second is “Kikazaru” 
who hears no evil by covering his ears and the third one is “Iwazaru” who speaks no evil by covering his mouth.

On the contrary, if we look into our third world countries our “Mizaru” (who was supposed to give justice) is actually covering his 
eyes to see away from people’s miseries and sufferings. Similarly, the 3rd world’s “Kikazaru” (who was supposed to hear no 
evil) is actually covering his ears so that he doesn’t have to listen to people’s cries and moans but he has no objection in being 
dictated by his “master” his “Hitler”. Likewise, the “Iwazaru” (who was supposed to speak no evil) is actually covering his mouth 
to refrain from speaking the truth but he is happy to speak his master’s (Hitler’s) words.

The master has been farming these monkeys for ages as Martin Luther King Jr Said:
“A nation or civilization that continues to produce soft-minded man, purchases its own spiritual death on the instalment plan.”  
I believe in Beverly Sills’s words that “Art is the signature of civilization”
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